










FINANCIAL ECONOMICS TEST 1 (TOTAL MARKS- 20) 
 

1. Why options have premium but futures are free of cost? Explain. (2) 
 

2. Let X be the only asset traded in three state economy and X= 
1
2
3

 represents the price of X in 

three states of the world. You combine it with two call options with strike price 1 and 2. Does 
addition of option improves efficiency for you? Why or Why not? (2) 

 
3. Prove for American options the following inequality will hold, where symbols have usual 

meaning:  S –K  C – P  S – Ke-rT. (3) 
 

4. We know that C  c. Prove C=c; if the underlying asset for both the asset is same non-dividend 
paying stock, with identical strike price and expiry time. (3) 

 
5. Use the information to determine the unknown prices: - (2) 

Security Maturity Strike Price Prices 

Stock NA NA 100 

Put on stock 1 50 3 

Put on stock 1 60 5 

Call on stock 1 50 57.50 

Call on stock 1 60 ? 

T-bill(FV=100) 1 NA ? 

 
6. State whether the following statements are true or false. In each case provide brief explanation: - 

(2+1) 
a) An investor would like to purchase a European call option on an underlying stock index with 

a strike price of 210 and time to maturity of 3 moths, but this option is not actively traded. 
However, two otherwise identical call options are traded with strike price of 200 and 220 
respectively; hence the investor can replicate a call with strike price of 210 by holding a static 
portfolio of two traded calls.  

b) By observing the prices of call and put options on a stock, one can recover an estimate of the 
expected stock return.  
 

7. a) Why should we hedge a portfolio using stock index futures, when we get only the risk free 
rate of return with this strategy? (1) 
b) A position of $X in risky asset A may hedge an exposure of $Y in risky asset but position of 
$Y in risky asset B may not hedge an exposure of $X in asset A. True or False. Explain. (1) 
 

8. Two futures contract with two and three months’ maturity are traded on a financial asset 
without any intermediate payout. The price of these contracts are F2= 100 and F3= 101, 
respectively. (0.5+1) 
a) What is the spot price of the underlying asset today? 
b) Suppose that a one month futures contract is trading at price F1= 98. Does this imply an 

arbitrage opportunity?  
 

9. Explain the significance of Box Spread, using profit diagram and pay-off table. How will you 
price a box spread? (1.5) 
 


